Folksonomies in archives: controlled
collaboration for specific documents
Ana Margarida Dias da Silva looks at how archives in France have made use of
modern web technologies to bring user input and controlled social collaboration into
metadata creation for their large numbers of records.
Abstract: Folksonomies arise in the context of the Information Society, spurred by the
advent and widespread use of collaborative tools of Web 2.0, where the passive user has
become both information producer and consumer. This paper attempts to answer the
question: can we talk about folksonomies in archives? We start with the concept of
folksonomy and an exploratory study in public archives, taking as an example the case
of France, which seeks to know what the characteristics and specificities of
folksonomies in archives are. It uses the technique of comparative analysis in the
approach of qualitative analysis of several identified projects, settled in the scientific
literature on the subject. This exploratory work seeks to be a contribution to the
identification and knowledge of a poorly studied reality: folksonomies in archives. The
characteristics of archival documents, with limited access and responsiveness due to
legal issues also manifest in the specificity of the analyzed projects. Collaboration in
indexing content is increasingly a reality, especially because it allows a greater degree
of completeness of archival description. However, it was concluded that both users and
the creation of access points are controlled, and not the free assigning of labels.
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Introduction
The institutions of memory (archives, libraries and museums) provide, beyond the
functions of backup, organization and description, access to information. This is
ultimately their most important function as it will allow the recovery of relevant
information either for the source institution or external users.
The access to information is traditionally made through research instruments such as
guides, catalogs, inventories and indexes. In Information Science and, especially in
Library Science, it is common practice and century-old tradition to use thesaurus and
categorize by subjects. Historically, “we know that the research instrument of greatest use
in archives is the Inventory and that, in practice, it is infeasible to fund the production of
other, more detailed tools, by the simple fact that their preparation would be
extraordinarily time consuming.” (Ribeiro, 1996: 22, my translation - footnote 1). The
degree of completeness required for the creation of access points to archive documents is
not in line with either with the number of professionals working in the institutions or with
the available time for the provision of information. Furthermore once information has
become the center of attention of archivists work, “The particularities of internet
environment, which highlights aspects such as interactivity, information access
democratization, the breach of geographical barriers and the development of

telecommunications technology, changed not only how to deal with patterns of
representation and organization of information until then established but, also the human
behavior and the form of communication of contemporary society.” (Barros, 2011: 16,
my translatiom - footnote 2).

In fact, “The Information Society, in which reality enters the global archival
community, has changed the ways of access to information. The appearance of World
Wide Web revolutionized the relationships of users, customers and citizens with
information. The development of collaborative tools using what is known as Web 2.0
has contributed, decisively, towards collaborative construction of knowledge, using
collective intelligence where all are simultaneously consumers and producers of
information.” (Silva, 2013: 1, my translation - footnote 3). and that “The novelty lies in
the range of interested parties and the amount of work that is clustered.” (Bouye, 2012:
1, my translation - footnote 4). At the same time, “The collaborative environments that
facilitate the use of collective intelligence and usage patterns have changed the way
users relate to information, and also how the information providers relate to users.”
(Yedid, 2013: 14, my translation - footnote 5). This change in the relation of services to
users is found with the adoption of Web 2.0 tools and the folksonomies, on the
invitation made to participation and collaboration of all in functions traditionally
performed exclusively by the technicians, namely, the contents description and the
creation of access points.
While in other cultural domains, such as museums, the use of the Web aims to increase
users and in-person visitors, the archives focus their attention on the value of the
document so it “can establish a true mass dissemination of archives, and start a
collaborative scientific work on them, remotely” (Moirez, 2012: 191, my translation footnote 6).
Therefore, on the perspective of availability of information on digital environment
together with the collaboration made possible by Web 2.0, it was decided to analyze the
folksonomies as a form of use of collective intelligence of a large number of cybernaut
users to the increase of informational contents knowledge provided by the archives on
digital environment. In a first point is explained the methodology used for the
implementation of the proposed objective, then several authors are confronted in on order
to reach the concept of folksonomy. Then it is explored various projects developed in
French public archives which requires the collaboration of users on the documents
description and, at last, it is discussed whether we really are, or not, towards folksonomies
in archives.

1. Methodology
In order to carry out this work a compilation of scientific literature, domestic and foreign,
specific and specialized about folksonomies was first undertaken. The bibliography
researched and adopted served, on the one hand, for determining the concept of
folksonomies and, on the other hand, for the collection of examples of coeval scientific
works which allowed measurement of the achieved responses and proposed conclusions.

The first conclusion reached was that, even though there already exists wide scientific
literature about folksonomies, this one falls mainly in the area of Information Science
and Library Science, with few studies that address the folksonomies in archives. An
exception can be made for photographic archives where the use of Flickr is already
widely documented. The same observation was made by Lasić-Lazić et al.: “As far as
different communities goes, the new user centred approach in organizing knowledge
produced a number of studies from the field of libraries and museums, where
folksonomies are examined as a tool to enhance access to digitized collections and
library catalogues. On the other hand, lack of research connected with archives could be
noted, where folksonomies weren’t recognized as a viable approach.” (Lasić-Lazić et
al., 2014: 690).
The main reasons that lead researchers to study folksonomies are that, “they aim to
understand this form of organization of information in digital environments and how this
setting, which includes network concepts, people and contents, may contribute to the
development of methodologies and instruments of representation and retrieval of
information in various contexts.” (De Assis & Moura, 2013: 87, my translation - footnote
7). It is also our goal with this work to seek to understand whether or how the archives
leverage the collaborative tools of Web 2.0 and the collective intelligence for the
construction of knowledge. The identification of two articles about collaborative indexing
and folksonomies in French archives (Bouye, 2012; Moirez, 2012) very much helped our
work.
At the same time, an on-line search was made in order to locate collaborative projects in
public archives. Once more the obtained results were not satisfactory, with the larger
number of examples referring to the use of Flickr for the identification and description of
photos. The French case turned out to be the most reliable, since it was possible to
identify numerous projects that fit within the area of the research we proposed to carry
out. We have limited the case study to the French public departmental archives (footnote
8).
Given the search results and the collected bibliography, it was found that the French case
is the best documented, either at bibliography level or at the level of practical cases, and
therefore we adopted it as our object of study. France emerges as the European country
of democratization on the access and provision of on-line archives, a feature that comes
from the French Revolution and the creation of Archives Nationales (aiming to
concentrate archives and encourage widespread access to all citizens). At the same time
France promotes and stimulates the participation of citizens on the enrichment of the
descriptions of its archives.
After this data collection phase, we proceeded to the technique of comparative analysis
of the different projects located with the concept definition of folksonomies, within the
qualitative analysis approach of the data collected.

2. Folksonomies: an approach to the concept

In this paper we will use the term folksonomy as it is the most used term in various
scientific fields, although there are different definitions for the concept (Barros, 2011: 21;
Guedes & Dias, 2004: 39; Lasić-Lazić et al., 2014: 685; Rapetti, 2007: 19-20).
Folksonomies arise because “of elements such as collaboration, interactivity, language
and sociability network” (footnote 9) where it “explores, increasingly, the natural
language and the participation of informational subjects” (De Assis & Moura, 2013: 86,
my translation - footnote 10).
Yedid synthesizes a simple and objective definition of folksonomies: use of natural
language and assignment of labels by resource users, in digital environment and in social
environment (Yedid, 2013: 15).
This neologism is assigned to Thomas Vander Wal who defines folksonomy as “the result
of personal free tagging of information and objects (anything with a URL) for one's own
retrieval. The tagging is done in a social environment (usually shared and open to others).
Folksonomy is created from the act of tagging by the person consuming the information.”
(Vander Wal, 2007). This definition points out, as essentials features, the personal
motivation for later access and retrieval of information, the use in a digital and social
environment, and the production of contents by user of information.
For Santos, “folksonomy. It is a collaborative or democratic indexing, which is an
approach focused on the user and it is related with the idea of users to collaborate with
their own terms to index certain resource by labeling (from English, tagging)”. (Santos,
2013: 93, my translation - footnote 11). In a sentence, Barros says “folksonomy, [is a]
practice which allows websites users to classify the contents available on the internet.”
(Barros, 2011: 17, my translation - footnote 12). We can add that, “The indexing of the
same site by several people benefits the mass effect to form a core of keywords which
will be a kind of consensus acceptable by a majority of users. This type of indexing
enables us to speak of folksonomy.” (Francis & Quesnel, 2007: 60, my translation footnote 13).
Common to all these definitions is the triad of user, label (tag) and content. Each has a
role in the building of the concept of folksonomy.
The folk (race, people) became central as, “pragmatic social subject, since they build
relations by language and sharing of meanings. Such phenomenon marks the passage of
a passive user searching for resources that suit their information needs to an active and
dynamic subject of information flows. These changes can be viewed and analyzed in
environments in which occur folksonomies.” (De Assis & Moura, 2013: 86, my
translation - footnote 14). As you can see, “The peculiarity of the folksonomy is in the
fact that users produce their own descriptors, using natural language.” (Barros, 2011: 17,
my translation - footnote 15). Without the collaboration of users and cybernauts
folksonomies does not exist.
The tags or labels are “a way of indexing, in which the people themselves, in this case
the information users, classify documents and informational objects.” (Santos, 2013: 93,
my translation - footnote 16). and “Even though it may receive different nomenclatures
(indexing; subject cataloging; tagging; labeling; etc.) the act of representing a document
through a concept is of the same nature in the different contexts - physical and digital.”

(Guedes & Dias, 2004: 42, my translation - footnote 17). The assignment of labels to Web
contents is done with terms chosen by common users (Gracioso, 2010: 140) and “It is a
form of independent indexing, in natural language where there is no control of
vocabularies, rules or policies of indexing.” (Barros, 2011: 17, my translation - footnote
18). Labels can be used by one or more users and “It is precisely this social dimension
which is most useful to folksonomies in the area of information retrieval.” (Yedid, 2013:
16, my translation - footnote 19). In fact, the assignment of labels to contents and the
construction of access points by a large number of participants in an environment aims to
recover information and one of the arguments “to use folksonomies is that they are "better
than nothing", since they introduce an element to improve the recoverability in a context
where is not feasible to apply controlled languages.” (Yunta, 2009: 834, my translation footnote 20).
The mass of information and the exponential growth of content on the Web hinder
professionals' function of information representation hence folksonomies are seen, “as a
new method of knowledge representation, with the largest number of studies carried out
through the focus of information retrieval, focused on enhancing access and description
of resources and extracting meaning from social tagging systems.” (Lasić-Lazić et al.,
2014: 689). It is in this sense that, “The folksonomy practice appears as an alternative of
information management at the time it allows any user of web to represent and retrieve
information through keywords created freely and based on the meanings of the
information itself.” (Barros, 2011: 20, my translation - footnote 21).
Folksonomies arise then as, “distributed classification systems, created by individual
users” (Santos, 2013: 96, my translation - footnote 22). and although it differs from
taxonomies, both fulfill the function of contents description (Gracioso, 2010: 151-152).
From the summary of the read and cited works we conclude the term folksonomy is the
use of devices and applications of Web 2.0 which allows to user to put tags, taken from
their own vocabulary and from natural language, which will form a set of access points
which describe an information element. Work that is done by the cybernaut community,
under different motivations but that always have as final goal the information retrieval.
3. Folksonomies in French public archives
As this paper does not intend to do a quantitative analysis but a qualitative approach it
has selected only a few examples considered most significant of participants’
involvement on the creation of on-line access points in French public archives.
Among the French departmental archives, Pauline Moirez has identified about 20
collaborative indexing projects (Moirez, 2012: 188) and Edouard Bouyé pointed the
intended achievement of 16 new projects of collaborative indexing for the 2012 year
(Bouyé, 2012: 9). In his study, Édouard Bouyé divides the archives on three groups
according to the form of user participation in the index: those who gives entire freedom
to cybernauts, with no need of registration (ex: Cantal, Corrèze, Eure-et-Loir, LoireAtlantique, Nièvre, Var); those who give entire freedom to cybernauts, after a mandatory
registration and signing in on the archive site (ex: Martinique, Hautes-Alpes, Rhône,
Yvelines); and, a third group, where the cybernaut has a framework which demands
registration, to pass paleographical reading tests and to work on previously chosen

documentation by archive services (ex: Rennes, Aube, Mayenne, Puy-de-Dôme) (Bouyé,
2012: 3).
The departmental archives from Loire-Atlantique promotes the collaborative
indexing and explain on their site: “The data accessible using the form below aims to
facilitate your research. They are the fruit of collective and permanent work of Internet
users participating in the collaborative indexing and therefore reflect the current state of
the work constantly evolving. They were not produced or approved by the Departmental
Archives of Loire-Atlantique. They are incomplete because only a portion of the
collection has been indexed and can be inaccurate. Do not hesitate to propose your own
indexing! The Departmental Archives of Loire-Atlantique thanks you in advance for your
participation”. (my translation - footnote 23)
Likewise, the departmental archives from Oise implemented the collaborative indexing
and they appeal on their website: “To facilitate research, a device of collaborative
indexing of documents is available to cybernauts for some collections. The
contributions from users wishing to participate are made and given free of charge at the
departmental Council of Oise that holds the operating rights of the data collected. The
departmental Council is committed to not make commercial use of these data and not to
transfer them to third parties, except in the context of scientific and cultural projects
carried out by public bodies”. (my translation - footnote 24).
The departmental archives from Niève direct its request to a specific group of users: “In
a participatory approach, genealogists can contribute directly to the indexing of scanned
collections presented in genealogical research. It is a collective indexing, because it relies
on the goodwill of web users, and public, since the indexed terms (surname, place name
…) will be visible to all and can be searched from the forms tab "Search". Further
involvement of web users is important, more of a large number of documents will be
indexed and more targeted research on a surname for example, will be effective”. (my
translation - footnote 25).
Collaborative indexing is also a tool used by Seine-Maritime archives that justifies its
use: "The collaborative annotation allows users to enrich the content of the resources
online. For this, new tools are being implemented to provide web users the opportunity
to give some additional information. The goal is to use the collective contribution to offer
new and better research tools. You will find below virtual ranking annotators. When
recording an annotation, you can enter your nickname. Each annotation will then bear
your nickname and they will be accessible from the multisearch. Those enrolled in the
military have been selected to be candidates for this experiment. All your annotations
contribute to the enrichment of a collective database. You will find tools to help you to
search across all data annotated by cybernauts since the opening of the platform in
January 2015”. (my translation - footnote 26).
The departmental archives Yonne bring novelty of collaborative indexing. “Opened after
September 2010, the portal proposed web genealogists make their contribution to a new
goal: that of the widest possible dissemination of the records scanned. It is accessible by
search engines and as it is not produced by an external service provider, the departmental
archives of Yonne seek the help of all of visitors to this portal. This is an extremely
controlled indexing: prerequisites are restrictive with a letter to send, we present you with
batches and you have a limited choice of documents to be indexed. It is far from the free

indexing on the fly that can be encountered for example on the site of the Cantal archives,
where each web user freely participate in the collective work, over the records he meets.
This model has the disadvantage of being restrictive, but its advantage may lie without a
doubt in the quality and reliability of data as indexed. It remains to be seen whether this
will obtain the wide acclaim necessary to deal with the number of records (millions!) and
not be confined to the small circle of passionate volunteers...” (my translation - footnote
27).
Common point to all these archives and to the appeals they make is that collaborative
indexing is an individual work that can help all. The created access points remain on a
free database and available to all web users. This will help forward further research
“avoiding reading of hundreds of pages to find a surname, we arrive immediately on the
record that is sought”. (my translation - footnote 28)
The documental typologies available to collaborative indexing are, mostly, parish records
and civil records (baptism or birth, marriage and deaths), population census, military
enrollment and local press.
For the digital objects available on-line the departmental archives from Cher, LoireAtlantique, Nièvre, Oise, Rhône, Seine-Maritime and Yonne created an indexing system
with predefined fields to be completed by user; they are: name, surname, date, nationality,
residency, profession, literacy, etc. In other cases the registration of the type of record
(baptism, marriage, death, for example) is also requested.
In the case of archives of Yonne, it is necessary to register and create a user account;
followed by a paleography test. Lastly, “Cautious, Yonne archivists prefer to validate one
by one the entries to ensure the quality of work that will be provided.” (my translation footnote 29)
Let us now see whether we can apply the concepts of folksonomies to the realities found
in these archives.
4. Specificities of folksonomies in archives
The first observation is that both French literature and the pages from French archives
use the designations “collaborative indexing” and “participatory archives” and not
folksonomies. This issue might be related to a greater resistance to the use of foreignisms,
but it is still significant for the work in question and for the conclusions we intend to
reach..
Taking as starting point the simplistic view that folksonomies are the combination of user,
label and content, then it can be said that the projects analyzed in archives fulfill this
threefold observation. An explicit and clear request is made for participation from web
users to assist in the allocation task of access points (tags) to available digital content to
improve ease in information retrieval. At this point, the archives are not very distant from
what is done in libraries or museums, for example.
However, Pauline Moirez claims, regarding archives, that although “Often abandoning
superficial interactions and exchanges with their users, however they develop ambitious
projects of crowdsourcing, of "participative archives" […], based on providing

knowledge and skills of web users and to improve and facilitate access to their records.”
(Moirez, 2012: 188, my translation - footnote 30). And concludes: “In fact, whilst the
various heritage and cultural fields all make use gradually of the social web for the
development and mediation of their collections, projects and achievements show
decidedly different choices, in terms of strategy, relations with users, of technologies.”
(Moirez, 2012: 188, my translation - footnote 31). That is, the archives use a different
approach whether in strategy of representation of contents or in the relation with users,
and this is what occurs if you compare the concept of folksonomy and the reality of the
projects above analyzed.
Now to look at some specifics about the use of folksonomies in archives.
Starting with users, the first issue that seems to exist in archives, and as opposed to the
world of libraries and museums, is the absence of a greater number of indexing projects,
or of collaborative description. This seems to be related to the lack of confidence of
professionals in the capabilities of web users in creating access points; in this case, it is
not justified to open the space to collaboration (Silva, 2013: 47). Similarly, Pauline
Moirez alleges that “archivists are particularly sensitive to the quality of information
produced by the users” (footnote 32) but “This is why crowdsourcing operations are
supervised, and usually integrated on institutional websites instead conducted on social
media where the verifications are more complex to perform” (Moirez, 2012: 192, my
translation - footnote 33).. In other words, these authors point out some limitations to the
will of collaboration by archives mainly due to mistrust regarding the information quality
introduced by non-professionals. Is this part of the equation that results in such a tiny
number of collaborative projects in archives? The situation is surmountable through the
registration on institutional sites and even the realization of paleographical reading tests
(Bouyé, 2012: 7), as in the departmental archives of Yonne.
Here comes “An important factor, among others, influencing the sharing of information
and knowledge organization is the user's motivation.” (Santos, 2013: 102, my
translation - footnote 34). That is why several departmental archives make a specifically
targeted appeal to web genealogists (the archives of Niève calls them “généanautes”)
that, as “egocentric” users (Canãda, 2006), want to know more about their origins and
their family, and end up sharing information with everyone. It turns out to be, likewise,
a personal appeal because each user will want to access to information related to their
ancestors and if each one contributes to this identification the information will be
accessible for the whole community of researchers. This point can be connected with
the quote Santos makes that “Cohen believes that individuals only share if they receive
something in return.” (Santos, 2013: 99, my translation - footnote 35).
ISAD(G) standards establishes the basic principle of multi-level description; beyond that
the archives description is also conditioned by the levels of archival analysis, which can
be summary, deep or extensive. As noted earlier, the majority of documentation in
archives is described at series level, because the degree of completeness and specificity
necessary for the description of each item is not consistent either with the human
capacities nor the financial possibilities of the institutions, or the delays that it would
involve. This leaves a significant number of documents untreated and “It is precisely to
respond to this request that crowdsourcing operations are implemented: identification,
description and indexing at the item level, even transcription of content to enable full-text

search.” (Moirez, 2012: 190, my translation - footnote 36). Take a look, for instance, the
request made on the site of the departmental archives of Loire-Atlantique: “The collection
is very large and proposed indexing by archivists provides a first level of relevant
research. To go further and faster, the departmental Archives asks you to participate in
the indexing of persons listed in the population census (1836 to 1931), for example, every
time you have identified one of your ancestors.” (my translation - footnote 37). The
calling for participation on indexing of contents is justifiable, on the one hand, by the
volume of records and, on the other hand, by the delay in processing, which will become
faster with everyone helping.
And here we come to informational contents of archives documents and the features
which will affect the creation of access points, and make folksonomies in “specials”
archives.
The features of archive documents, mostly their unique character, affects their treatment,
and do not allow the exchange of information between institutions (Moirez, 2012: 190).
The French case presents availability of baptism or birth records, marriage and deaths,
military enrollment, population census; in short, documentation with names of people and
places. Users are asked to create a univocal access point (name, surname, place, age, etc.),
a faithful representation of the information content, with no place for ambiguity,
homonym, synonym and polysemy (Yedid, 2013: 18), often marked by the authors as
disadvantages of folksonomies. The access points created in these archives are close to
the concept of Quintarelli of “narrow labels” that “has as an example the Flickr website
that hosts and share photos, and they are characterized by few people using one or more
labels, which means sharing own vocabularies and not terms so popular as in the broad
folksonomies.” (Barros, 2011: 26, my translation - footnote 38).
It is not intended that the indexer-collaborator-user assigns a term of the natural language,
but it is demanded to indexer to read and to transcribe, with accuracy, the terms to
describe, with the possibility of correction by the organization or other users (e.g.:
archives of Oise). The end result of all created access points are alphabetical indexes
(onomastic and / or geographic), which places this at the level of information
representation and not to representation of knowledge (Brascher & Café, 2008). The
extraction of contents by collaborative indexing can cause an unlimited number of labels
or access points for the same informational object. In the case of archive documents that
does not occur because on documents offer for projects using folksonomies (parish
records, civil records, census lists of population, etc.) only a singleaccess point is wanted,
unique and accurate: the name of the person, the birthplace, its age, etc. This is the
specificity of folksonomies in archive: it is not intended maximise labels but maximise
accuracy at the point of access.
Lastly, if in a “system based on folksonomies there is no single guideline that guides the
representation of documents, the task is distributed among the various users of the service,
doing without a global indexing policy.” (Strehl, 2011: 111, my translation - footnote 39)
then that is not what is seen in case of archives in all. The task is assigned to users but
there is guidance to the work, so this paper is targeting specificities of folksonomies in
archives.
Conclusions

The taxonomies, classifications and thesaurus have never been traditional instruments of
representation and retrieving of information in archives. Folksonomies do not seem to be
a widespread option used by archive services, which is proved by the scarce bibliography
on the subject, and the limited identification of projects and real cases.
Some of the features of folksonomies, such as ambiguity, homonym, synonym and
polysemy is not seen on indexing projects in archives since what is requested is a true and
accurate representation of the content. The access points generated by users must be
univocal (people names, places, etc.) and there is a strong paleographic component which
is not found on other fields (photos, maps, books, music, video) and, therefore, less
inclusive of the number of people who can contribute.
The contribution of users to the description of archival contents is of undoubted value as
it allows a greater access to information, mostly by the level of completeness which can
be reached and that would otherwise be too time consuming and only available after a
long time.
The accumulation of documents, the time consuming task of providing a level of
completeness in information description and the massive provision of digital objects by
archives are sufficient reasons for a greater investment on collaborative indexing. By
opting for folksonomies, the work of archivists is no longer lonely and opens to a world
of collaboration, often specialized and expert, as is the case of genealogists and local
history historians.

In conclusion, in archives we have controlled collaboration for specific documents,
users are not free to add random tags and, in some cases, they only can do it if they
prove to have certain skills. But nevertheless, the collaboration of users on the creation
of access points in archival description still remains a potential benefit made possible by
information technologies and by collaborative tools from Web 2.0.
Footnotes
1. Original text: “sabemos que o instrumento de pesquisa de maior utilização nos arquivos é o
Inventário e que, na prática, é inviável chegar à produção de outros instrumentos mais
detalhados para todos os fundos, pelo simples facto de a sua elaboração ser extraordinariamente
morosa.” (Ribeiro, 1996: 22)

2.Original text: “As particularidades do ambiente internet, onde se destacam aspectos como a
interatividade, a democratização do acesso às informações, a quebra de barreiras geográficas e o
desenvolvimento da tecnologia de telecomunicações, modificaram não apenas a forma de lidar
com padrões de representação e organização da informação até então estabelecidos mas,
também, o comportamento humano e a forma de comunicação da sociedade contemporânea.”
(Barros, 2011: 16)

3. Original text: “A Sociedade da Informação, em cuja realidade se insere a comunidade
arquivística global, veio alterar as formas de acesso à informação. O aparecimento da World
Wide Web revolucionou a forma de relacionamento dos utilizadores, clientes e cidadãos com a
informação. O desenvolvimento de ferramentas colaborativas no que se designa por Web 2.0
veio contribuir, de forma decisiva, para construção colaborativa do conhecimento, fazendo uso

da inteligência coletiva em que todos são simultaneamente consumidores e produtores de
informação.” (Silva, 2013: 1)

4. Original text: “La nouveauté réside dans l’ampleur des acteurs concernés et dans l’ampleur
du travail qui est mis en commun.” (Bouye, 2012: 1)

5. Original text: “Los entornos colaborativos, que facilitan el aprovechamiento de la inteligencia
colectiva y de los patrones de uso, han modificado la forma en que los usuarios se relacionan
con la información, y también la forma en que los proveedores de servicios de información se
relacionan con los usuarios.” (Yedid, 2013: 14)

6. Original text: “possible de mettre en place une véritable dissémination massive des fonds
d’archives, et d’initier un travail scientifique collaboratif sur celles-ci, à distance” (Moirez,
2012: 191)

7. Original text: “visam compreender essa modalidade de organização da informação em
ambientes digitais e como essa configuração, que integra redes de conceitos, pessoas e
conteúdos, pode contribuir para o desenvolvimento de metodologias e instrumentos de
representação e recuperação da informação nos mais diversos contextos.” (De Assis & Moura,
2013: 87)

8. There are 101 the French public departmental archives against 36.682 public archives (Silva, 2014:
108).

9. Original text: “de elementos como colaboração, interatividade, linguagem e sociabilidade em
rede”

10. Original text: “explora, cada vez mais, a linguagem natural e a participação dos sujeitos
informacionais.” (De Assis & Moura, 2013: 86)

11. Original text: “folksonomia. Trata-se de uma indexação colaborativa ou democrática, que é
uma abordagem centrada no usuário e está relacionada com a ideia dos usuários colaborarem
com seus próprios termos para indexar determinado recurso por meio da etiquetagem (do inglês,
tagging).” (Santos, 2013: 93)

12. Original text: “a folksonomia, [é uma] prática que permite aos usuários de websites
classificar os conteúdos disponíveis na internet.” (Barros, 2011: 17)

13. Original text: “L’indexation du même site par plusieurs personnes profite de l’effet de
masse pour constituer un tronc commun de mots clés qui sera une sorte de consensus acceptable
par une majorité d’utilisateurs. Ce type d’indexation nous permet de parler de folksonomie.”
(Francis & Quesnel, 2007: 60)

14. Original text: “sujeito social pragmático, uma vez que constrói suas relações pela via da
linguagem e do compartilhamento de significados. Tal fenômeno marca a passagem de um
usuário passivo em busca de recursos que atendam às suas necessidades de informação para um
sujeito ativo e dinamizador dos fluxos informacionais. Essas alterações podem ser visualizadas
e analisadas em ambientes em que ocorrem folksonomias.” (De Assis & Moura, 2013: 86)

15. Original text: “A peculiaridade da folksonomia está no fato dos usuários produzirem seus
próprios descritores, utilizando a linguagem natural.” (Barros, 2011: 17)

16. Original text: “uma forma de indexação, em que as próprias pessoas, no caso os usuários da
informação, classificam documentos e objetos informacionais” (Santos, 2013: 93)

17. Original text: “Ainda que receba diferentes nomenclaturas (indexação; catalogação de
assunto; tagging; etiquetagem; etc.) o ato de representar um documento através de um conceito
é de mesma natureza nos diferentes contextos – físico e digital.” (Guedes & Dias, 2004: 42)
18. Original text: “É uma forma de indexação livre, em linguagem natural onde não há controle
de vocabulários, regras ou políticas de indexação.” (Barros, 2011: 17)

19. Original text: “Es precisamente esta dimensión social la que aporta mayor utilidad a las
folksonomías en el área de la recuperación de información.” (Yedid, 2013: 16)

20. Original text: “para utilizar folksonomías es que resultan “mejor que nada”, puesto que
introducen un elemento para mejorar la capacidad de recuperación en un contexto en el que no
es viable la aplicación de lenguajes controlados.” (Yunta, 2009: 834)
21. Original text: “A prática da folksonomia surge como uma alternativa de gerenciamento de
informação no momento em que permite a qualquer usuário da web representar e recuperar
informações através de palavras-chave criadas livremente e com base nos significados da
própria informação.” (Barros, 2011: 20)
22. Original text: “sistemas de classificação distribuídos, criados por usuários individuais.”
(Santos, 2013: 96)

23. http://archives.loire-atlantique.fr/jcms/chercher/archives-numerisees/genealogie/recensements-depopulation/recensements-de-population-fr-t1_6155?accepte=true&portal=c_5110 (link is external)
Original text: “Les données accessibles grâce au formulaire ci-dessous ont pour but de faciliter vos
recherches. Elles sont le fruit de l'œuvre collective et permanente des internautes participant à
l’indexation collaborative et reflètent donc l’état actuel de ce travail en perpétuelle évolution. Elles n’ont
pas été produites ni validées par les Archives départementales de Loire-Atlantique. Elles sont incomplètes
car seule une partie du fonds a été indexée et elles peuvent être inexactes. N'hésitez pas à proposer votre
propre indexation! Les Archives départementales de Loire-Atlantique vous remercient par avance pour
votre participation”.

24. http://archives.oise.fr/archives-en-ligne/etat-civil/ (link is external) Original text: “Pour faciliter la
recherche, un dispositif d’indexation collaborative des documents est mis à disposition des internautes
pour certains fonds. Les contributions des internautes souhaitant y participer sont réalisées et cédées à
titre gracieux au Conseil départemental de l'Oise qui détient les droits d'exploitation des données ainsi
collectées. Le Conseil départemental s’engage à ne pas faire un usage commercial de ces données et à ne
pas les céder à des tiers, excepté dans le cadre de projets scientifiques et culturels menés par des
organismes publics”.
25.
http://archives.cg58.fr/download.cgi?filename=accounts/mnesys_cg58/datas/cms/Guide_indexation%20c
ollaborative.pdf (link is external) Original text: “Dans une démarche participative, les généanautes
peuvent contribuer directement à l'indexation des fonds numérisés présentés dans la recherche
généalogique. C’est une indexation collective, car elle repose sur la bonne volonté des internautes, et
publique, puisque les termes indexés (patronyme, toponyme…) seront visibles par tous et pourront être
recherchés par les formulaires de l’onglet "Chercher". Plus la participation des internautes est importante,
plus un grand nombre de documents seront indexés et plus les recherches ciblées, sur un patronyme par
exemple, seront efficaces”.

26. http://www.archivesdepartementales76.net/rechercher/annotation-collaborative/ (link is external)
Original text: L’annotation collaborative permet aux internautes d’enrichir le contenu des ressources
mises en ligne. Pour cela, de nouveaux outils sont en cours de mise en œuvre afin d’offrir aux internautes

la possibilité de renseigner certaines informations complémentaires. L’objectif est d’utiliser la
contribution collective afin de proposer de nouveaux outils de recherches plus performants. Vous
trouverez ci-dessous un classement virtuel des annotateurs. Lors de l’enregistrement d’une annotation,
vous avez la possibilité de renseigner votre pseudo. Chaque annotation portera ensuite votre pseudo et
elles seront accessibles depuis la recherche multicritère. Les registres matricules militaires ont été
sélectionnés pour être candidats à cette expérimentation. Toutes vos annotations contribuent à
l’enrichissement d’une base de données collective. Vous trouverez ci-dessous des outils vous permettant
d’effectuer des recherches sur l’ensemble des données annotées par les internautes depuis l’ouverture de
la plateforme en janvier 2015”.

27. http://www.rfgenealogie.com/s-informer/infos/archives/l-yonne-passe-a-l-indexation-collaborative
(link is external) Original text: “Ouvert depuis septembre 2010, le portail propose aux internautesgénéalogistes d'apporter leur pierre à un nouvel édifice : celui de la diffusion la plus large possible du
contenu des actes numérisés. Et cela passe par la case indexation et comme il n'est pas question de faire
réaliser celle-ci par un prestataire extérieur, les archives départementales de l'Yonne sollicitent l'aide de
chacun d'entre nous, visiteur de ce portail. Il s'agit là d'une indexation extrêmement contrôlée : les
préalables sont restrictifs avec un courrier postal à envoyer, on vous soumet des lots et vous n'avez qu'un
choix réduit de documents à indexer. On est bien loin de l'indexation libre à la volée que l'on peut
rencontrer par exemple sur le site des archives du Cantal, où chaque internaute participe librement à
l'oeuvre collective, au fil des actes qu'il rencontre. Ce modèle a donc l'inconvénient d'être restrictif, mais
son avantage réside sans doute dans la qualité et la fiabilité des données ainsi indexées. Reste savoir s'il
va remporter le large succès nécessaire au volume des actes à traiter (des millions !) et ne pas se
cantonner au cercle restreint des volontaires passionnés...”

28. http://www.culture41.fr/Archives-departementales/Rechercher-et-contribuer/L-indexationcollaborative (link is external) Original text: “en évitant le feuilletage de centaines de pages pour trouver
un patronyme, on arrive immédiatement sur l’acte que l’on recherche”

29. http://www.rfgenealogie.com/s-informer/infos/archives/l-yonne-passe-a-l-indexation-collaborative
(link is external) Original text: “Prudents, les archivistes de l'Yonne préfèrent valider une à une les
inscriptions pour s'assurer de la qualité du travail qui sera fourni.”
30. Original text: “Délaissant souvent les interactions et échanges superficiels avec leurs

usagers, ils développent en revanche des projets ambitieux de crowdsourcing, d’« archives
participatives » (voir encart), fondés sur l’apport de connaissances et de compétences des
internautes et destinés à améliorer et faciliter l’accès à leurs fonds.” (Moirez, 2012: 188)
31. Original text: “En effet, si les différents domaines patrimoniaux et culturels s’approprient
tous peu à peu les usages du web social pour la mise en valeur et la médiation de leurs
collections, leurs projets et réalisations montrent des choix résolument différents, en termes de
stratégie, de relations avec les usagers, de technologies.” (Moirez, 2012: 188)
32. Original text: “les archivistes sont tout particulièrement sensibles à la qualité des
informations produites par les usagers”
33. Original text: “C’est pourquoi les opérations de crowdsourcing sont encadrées, et le plus
souvent intégrées sur les sites web institutionnels plutôt que déportées sur les médias sociaux où
les vérifications sont plus complexes à effectuer”
34. Original text: “Um fator importante, dentre outros, que influencia no compartilhamento da
informação e organização do conhecimento é a motivação do usuário.” (Santos, 2013: 102)
35. Original text: “Cohen acredita que os indivíduos só compartilham se receberem algo em
troca.” (Santos, 2013: 99)

36. Original text: “C’est précisément pour répondre à cette demande que des opérations de
crowdsourcing sont mises en place: identification, description et indexation au niveau de la
pièce, voire transcription des contenus pour permettre une recherche en plein texte.” (Moirez,
2012: 190)

37. http://archives.loire-atlantique.fr/jcms/chercher/indexation-collaborative/indexation-collaborative-frt1_6181 (link is external) Original text: “Les fonds sont très volumineux et l'indexation proposée par les
archivistes permet un premier niveau de recherche pertinent. Pour aller plus loin et plus vite, les Archives
départementales vous proposent de participer à l'indexation des personnes répertoriées dans les
recensements de population (1836 à 1931), par exemple à chaque fois que vous aurez identifié l'un de vos
ancêtres.” (link is external)

38. Original text: “têm como exemplo o Flickr, site que hospeda e compartilha imagens
fotográficas, e são caracterizadas por poucas pessoas utilizando uma ou mais etiquetas, o que
significa compartilhar vocabulários próprios e não termos tão populares como nas folksonomias
largas.” (Barros, 2011: 26)

39. Original text: “sistema baseado em folksonomias não existe uma única diretriz que oriente a
representação dos documentos, a tarefa está distribuída entre os diversos usuários do serviço,
prescindindo de uma política global de indexação.” (Strehl, 2011: 111)
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